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Abstract. The three platinum (II) complexes ([Pt(L1)(DMSO)Cl], [Pt(L2)(DMSO)Cl] and [Pt(L2)2]) bearing 

the bidentate ligands sulphonamide-((E)-2-(4-methylphenylsulfonamido)-2′,6′-difluoroazobenzene, HL1)  and 

hydroxy-azo-2,6-difluorobenzene ((E)-2-((2,6-difluorophenyl)diazenyl)phenol, HL2) were optimized with the 

optimum levels of B3LYP/6-31+G(d) and B3LYP/LANL2DZ/6-31+G(d) level. The structural parameters 

(bond lengths and ligand angles), IR and 1H, 13C and 19F-NMR spectra obtained from the optimized structures 

were compared with the experimental data and the results were found to be consistent with the experimental 

results. Experimental inhibition activities against A2780 and A2780CP70 cancer cells were compared with 

quantum chemical parameters such as HOMO energy (EHOMO), LUMO energy (ELUMO), LUMO-HOMO energy 

vacancy (E), hardness (), softness (), electronegativity () and chemical potential (). The relationship 

between the molecular structure with the biological activity was examined and ELUMO order was found to be 

compatible with the experimental inhibition efficiency ranking. Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) maps 

were studied of ligands and complexes exhibiting anti-cancer properties and for ligands and complexes, regions 

of attachment to cancer cells were determined. In addition, electrostatic potential (ESP) charges obtained from 

MEP maps of ligands and complexes were ranked according to their ease of binding to the cancer cell. The 

obtained ranking was found to be in accordance with the experimental inhibition efficiency order. For studied 

ligands and complexes, molecular docking studies were carried out with the Hex.8.0.0 program. The target 

proteins (PDB ID: 4M5W and 5FI4, respectively) corresponding to the A2780 and A2780CP70 cell lines were 

selected in the literature. The interaction energies of 4M5W and 5FI4 target proteins with HL1 and HL2 ligands 

were calculated to be -300.02, -240.80 and -336.64, -247.04 kJ/mol, respectively. The binding energies between 

the complexes and 4M5W and 5FI4 target proteins were calculated to be -387.52, -285.44, -364.88 and -399.63, 

-297.8, -385.323 kJ/mol. According to these results, the experimental and calculated inhibition efficiency order 

was found to be compatible. 

Keywords: Platinum (II) complexes, DFT and Molecular Docking Studies. 

Hidroksi- ve Sülfonamid- Azobenzen Platin (II) Komplekslerinin Yapısal, 

Spektroskopik ve Anti-Kanser Özellikleri: DFT ve Moleküler Yerleştirme 

Çalışmaları 

Özet. Bidentat ligandlar olan sülfonamid-((E)-2-(4-metilfenilsülfonamido)-2',6'-diizoazobenzen, HL1) ve 

hidroksi-azo-2,6-diflorobenzen ((E)-2-((2,6-diflorofenil)diazenil)fenol, HL2) taşıyan üç platin (II) kompleksi 

([Pt(L1)(DMSO)Cl], [Pt(L2)(DMSO)Cl] ve [Pt(L2)2]) en uygun seviye olarak belirlenen B3LYP/6-31+G(d) ve 

B3LYP/LANL2DZ/6-31+G(d) seviyesi ile optimize edildi. Optimize yapılardan elde edilen yapısal 

parametreler (bağ uzunluklar ve bağ açıları), IR ve 1H, 13C ve 19F-NMR kimyasal kaymaları deneysel veriler ile 
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kıyaslandı ve sonuçlar deneysel sonuçlar ile uyumlu olduğu görüldü. A2780 ve A2780CP70 kanser hüclerine 

karşı deneysel inhibisyon etkinlikleri HOMO enerjisi (EHOMO), LUMO enerjisi (ELUMO), LUMO-HOMO enerji 

boşluğu (E), sertlik (), yumuşaklık (), elektronegativite () ve kimyasal potansiyel () gibi kuantum 

kimyasal parametreler ile kıyaslandı. Aktivite yapı arasındaki ilişki incelendi ve ELUMO deneysel inhibisyon 

etkinlik sıralaması ile bire bir uyumlu bulundu. Anti-kanser özellik gösteren ligand ve komplekslerin moleküler 

elektrostatik potansiyel (MEP) haritaları incelendi ve HL1 ve HL2 ligandları ve Comp. (1)-(3) için kanser 

hücrelerine bağlanma bölgeleri belirlendi. Ayrıca MEP haritalarından elde edilen elektrostatik potansiyel (ESP) 

yükleri ile ligandlar ve komplekslerin kanser hücresine bağlanma kolaylıklarına göre sıralamaları yapıldı. Elde 

edilen sıralama deneysel inhibisyon etkinlik sıralaması uyumlu bulundu. Çalışılan ligand ve kompleksler için 

Hex.8.0.0 programı ile moleküler yerleştirme çalışmaları yapıldı. A2780 ve A2780CP70 hücre çizgisine karşılık 

gelen hedef proteinler (PDB ID:4M5W ve 5FI4, sırasıyla)  literatürde seçildi. 4M5W ve 5FI4 hedef proteinleri 

ile HL1 ve HL2 ligandaların etkileşim enerjileri sırasıyla -300.02, -240.80 ve -336.64, -247.04 kJ/mol olarak 

hesaplandı. Kompleksler ile 4M5W ve 5FI4 hedef proteinleri arasındaki bağlanma enerjileri -387.52, -285.44, 

-364.88 ve -399.63, -297.8, -385.323 kJ/mol olarak hesaplandı. Bu sonuçlara göre deneysel ve hesaplanan 

inhibisyon etkinlik sıralaması uyumlu bulundu.  

Anahtar Kelimeler: Platinum (II) kompleksleri, DFT ve Moleküler Yerleştirme Çalışmaları. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Azobenzene has been extensively used in many 

fields such as molecular biology, pharmacology 

and chemistry [1-10]. The azobenzene and 

derivatives such as 2-(arylazo) pyridines, 2-

(arylazo) pyrimidines and 2-(arylazo) imidazoles 

are very interesting compounds in coordination 

chemistry due to their strong M-L bonds resulting 

from interesting redox behaviors and strongπ-

acceptor character [11]. Cisplatin and carboplatin 

are FDA-approved chemotherapeutic drugs used as 

part of first line therapy for several different types 

of cancer [12,13]. Platinum (II) complexes are 

relatively important in the treatment of cancer. For 

anti-cancer platinum-based drugs, mainly 

experimental studies have quite extensive and there 

are major economic losses in these studies [14-20]. 

In this study, we aimed to investigate of 

experimentally synthesized HL1 [21] and HL2 

ligands and cisplatin complexes [22] containing 

these ligands in terms of structural, spectroscopic 

and anti-cancer properties by computational 

chemistry methods. Therefore, in this study, the 

optimum level is determined as 

B3LYP/LANL2DZ/6-31+G(d) level for 

complexes. Based on this level, ligands are studied 

at B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level. In this work, the 

experimentally synthesized HL1, HL2 and 

[Pt(L1)(DMSO)Cl] (Comp. (1)), 

[Pt(L2)(DMSO)Cl] (Comp. (2)) and [Pt(L2)2] 

(Comp. (3)) compounds are studied. Structural and 

spectroscopic (IR and NMR) analyzes of the 

mentioned compounds are performed at the best 

level. IC50 values have been reported for the 

compounds mentioned by Samper et al. some 

quantum chemical parameters were associated with 

structure and biological activity. The molecular 

electrostatic potential (MEP) maps and 

electrostatic potential (ESP) charge derived from 

these maps of HL1, HL2 and their platinum (II) 

complexes are examined in detail. In addition, 

molecular docking studies are conducted against 

the cancer cell line being studied.  

2. CALCULATION METHOD 

The input files of the studied compounds were 

made using GaussView 6.0 [23]. All calculations 

were performed with Gaussian 09 AML64L-

Revision-C.01 [24]. Optimized molecular 

structures were carried out with Chemcraft. exe 

1.8.0.178 licensed program [25]. HF [26] and 

DFT/B3LYP [27] method which are quite common 

methods are preferred for ligands and complexes. 

CEP-31G [28] and LANL2DZ/6-31+G(d) basis 

sets are selected for the complexes. 6-31+G(d) 

basis set are used in calculated of ligands. 
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3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Benchmark analysis 

For the Comp. (1)-(3), the correlation coefficient 

(R2) values derived from distribution graphs 

according to these parameters and experimental 

and calculated bond lengths and bond angles are 

given in Table 1. The first level chosen in the 

calculations is the HF/CEP-31G level used for 

trans-platin (II) oxime complexes by Sayın and 

Karakaş [29-31]. The second calculation level is 

B3LYP/LANL2DZ/6-31+G(d), which is quite 

common in the computational studies of transition 

metal complexes. The structural parameters 

obtained from the structures optimized by two 

calculation methods for Comp. (1)-(3) are given in 

Table 1. 

 

Table 1. The experimental and calculated with HF and B3LYP methods and CEP-3G and LANL2DZ basis sets structure 

parameters and their correlation coefficients.  

 

 

When the R2 values were investigated in Table 1 

for the Comp. (1)-(3), the closest level to 1 was 

determined as B3LYP/LANL2DZ/6-31+G(d) 

level. This level was preferred for other 

calculations of this study. 

3.2 Optimize structures 

Optimized structures obtained in the gas phase with 

B3LYP/6-31G+(d) for the ligands and 

B3LYP/LANL2DZ/6-31G+(d) for the complexes 

are given in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. 

Optimized structures of ligands and complexes was 

done using Chemcraft.exe 1.8.0.178 program. 

 

 
Figure 1. The obtained optimized structures for the HL1 and 

HL2 using B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level. 
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Figure 2. Optimized structures for the Comp. (1)-(3) at B3LYP/LANL2DZ/6-31+G(d) level. 

 

3.3 IR analysis 

Harmonic frequencies obtained from the out files 

of the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) and 

B3LYP/LANL2DZ/6-31+G (d) for the ligand and 

complexes, were compared to the experimental 

frequencies with the aid of an animation program 

[32-34]. According to this comparison, the bond 

stretching modes were labeled. From the calculated 

frequencies, the bond stretching frequencies with 

the highest the molar absorption coefficient (M-

1cm-1) were taken into account. The experimental 

and calculated bond stretching for the HL1, HL2 

and Comp. (1)-(3) are given in Table 2 as 

comparative. 
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Table 2. Experimental and calculated vibrational frequencies (cm-1) of the mentioned ligands calculated at B3LYP/6-31+G(d) 

level and their assignment. 

HL1 HL2 

Exp.* Cal.  Assign. Exp.** Cal.  Assign. 

3299 3492.81 N-H 3099 3589.56 O-H 

1613 1658.76 Caro-Caro (difluorophenyl) 3066 3232.30 Caro-H (difluorophenyl) 

1594 1625.10 Caro-Caro 2922 3219.04 Caro-H 

1477 1548.84 N=N 2852 3205.68 Caro-H 

1390 1476.55 Caro-N 1614 1658.16 Caro-Caro+N=N 

1338 1433.60 S=O 1589 1631.67 Caro-Caro 

1165 1272.82 Caro-N+Caro-F 1470 1545.94 N=N 

1092 1132.92 Caro-S 1411 1520.55 Caro-O 

1028 1082.79 Caro-S+Caro-N 1358 1506.10 Caro-N+Caro-F 

926 1045.97 Caro-F 1323 1393.64 Caro-Caro+N=N 

759 842.80 Caro-N+Caro-S 1289 1304.07 Caro-F+Caro-O 

   1271 1295.87 Caro-O+Caro-N+Caro-F 

   1227 1279.74 Caro-O+Caro-N+Caro-F 

   1146 1226.08 Caro-N 

   1111 1176.82 Caro-N+Caro-O 

   1025 1042.89 Caro-F 

   818 912.76 Caro-N+Caro-F 

   785 871.12 Caro-Caro+Caro-O+Caro-N 

   754 820.10 Caro-Caro 

*Experimental values were taken from reference [21]. **Experimental values were taken from reference 

[22]. 

 

 

Table 3. Experimental and calculated vibrational frequencies (cm-1) of Comp. (1)-(3) calculated at B3LYP/LANL2DZ/6-

31+G(d) level and their assignment. 

 
 

In Table 2, the calculated harmonic frequencies 

corresponding to the experimental vibrational 

frequencies of the HL1 and HL2 ligands and their 

respective labeling are given. When the results are 

examined; The experimental and calculated 

frequencies for HL1 and HL2 ligands seem to be 

compatible with one another. Computational 

chemistry methods are very useful in supporting 
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many experimental studies on the assignment of 

vibration frequencies. The experimental frequency 

at 3299 cm-1 was calculated to be 3492.81 cm-1 and 

it was observed that these frequency of vibration 

corresponded to N-H bond stretching. The 

experimental frequency of 1613 cm-1 was 

calculated as 1658.76 cm-1 and corresponded to 

Caro-Caro bond stretching in diflurophenyl. The 

experimental frequency at 1594 cm-1was calculated 

as 1625.10 cm-1 and corresponded to the stretching 

of aromatic carbons. The experimental frequency 

determined as 1477 cm-1 is calculated as N=N bond 

stretching of 1548.81 cm-1. The frequency 

calculated as 1433.60 cm-1 corresponds to the S=O 

bond stretching. This calculated frequency is 

experimentally labeled to frequency within 1338 

cm-1. The experimental frequency at 1165 cm-1 was 

calculated to be 1272.82 cm-1. At this frequency 

value, Caro-N and Caro-F bond stretching were 

observed. The experimental frequency at 1092 cm-

1 was calculated as 1082.79 cm-1 and labeled as 

Caro-S and Caro-N bond stretching. The 

experimental frequency of 926 cm-1 was calculated 

as 1045.97 cm-1 and labeled as Caro-F bond 

stretching. The experimental frequency of 759 cm-

1 was calculated as 842.80 cm-1 and Caro-N and 

Caro-S bond stretching was observed. Similar 

comments can be made for the ligand HL2 and 

Comp. (1)-(3) in Table 3. 

3.4 NMR spectra 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy 

is one of the most important analytical technique 

used to determine the structures of the molecular 

and supramolecular. When combined with 

molecular modeling and quantum chemistry 

methods, the feasibility of NMR spectroscopy is 

useful quite to solve various structural problems. 

Theoretical calculations of NMR parameters are 

useful for restructuring molecular and 

supramolecular structures from experimental NMR 

data [35]. 

1H, 13C and 19F-NMR chemical shifts calculated 

phase with the GIAO method for the HL1, HL2 

ligands at B3LYP/6-31G(d)+ level and Comp. (1)-

(3) at B3LYP/LANL2DZ/6-31G+(d) level in the 

gas were given in Table 4 and Table 5, respectively. 

Table 4. The experimental and the calculated at the GIAO method B3LYP/6-31G(d)+ level of the 1H and 13C-NMR chemical 

shift values for HL1 and HL2 ligands and this chemical shift corresponding atom assignment. 
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Table 5. The experimental and the calculated at the GIAO method B3LYP/ LANL2DZ/6-31G+(d) level of the 1H and 13C-NMR 

chemical shift values for Comp. (1)-(3) ligands and this chemical shift corresponding atom assignment. 

 

 

In Table 4, the calculated 1H and 13C-NMR 

chemical shift values for HL1 and HL2 were given 

and atom labeling was performed according to the 

experimental chemical shift values. The 

experimental and calculated values for the ligands 

according to Table 4 were in accordance with one 

another. The 1H-NMR chemical shift value at the 

experimental value of 9.71 ppm was calculated to 

be 8.13 ppm and labeled as hydrogen number 19. 

The chemical shift value, which was 

experimentally 7.89 ppm, was calculated as 8.01 

ppm and labeled as 25H. The experimental 

chemical shift at 7.74 ppm was calculated to be 

7.76 ppm and labeled as 35H. The other 

experimental and calculated values with similar 

approaches were presented in the table and atomic 

assignmentwas done. 

In Table 5, the calculated1H and 13C-NMR 

chemical shifts values at the GIAO method 

B3LYP/LANL2DZ/6-31G+(d), experimental 1H 

and 13C-NMR chemical shifts values and 

corresponding atom labeling ofthese values and 

were presented for the inorganic complexes. There 

were some differences between the calculated and 

experimental 1H and 13C-NMR chemical shifts. 

Even negative chemical shifts were obtained. 

While there is a harmony between the calculated 

NMR values and the experimental NMR values of 

the organic molecules, there may be a difference 

between the experimental and calculated chemical 

shift values of the complexes. The 

tetramethylsilane (TMS) which we use as a 

reference substance is a material chosen to be the 

most shielding effect for carbon and hydrogen 

atoms. For this reason, tetramethylsilane (TMS) is 

used when the chemical shift values of organic 

molecules are calculated is a preferred way to 

achieve closer results to the experiment. However, 

more shielding effect in inorganic molecules than 

TMS may cause them to have negative chemical 

shift values. Additional, the experimental 19F-NMR 

chemical shifts values for HL2 and Comp. (1)-(3) 

were -120.41, -119.8 and -120.5, -121.8 and -

117.36 ppm, respectively. According to the results 

obtained with the GIAO method 

B3LYP/LANL2DZ/6-31G+(d), 19F-NMR 

chemical shift for HL2 was calculated to be -129.7 

for 20F and -125.8 ppm for 21F and the calculated 

results were consistent with the experimental 

values. The experimental 19F-NMR chemical shifts 
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for Comp. (1) are -119.8 and -120.5 ppm while the 

calculated 19F-NMR chemical shifts are -132.8 and 

-139.5 ppm. The 19F-NMR chemical shifts for 

Comp. (2) were calculated to be -35.18 and -67.45 

ppm. Comp. (3) were calculated as -161.18 and -

47.24 ppm. 

3.5 Quantum chemical parameters 

Quantum chemical parameters provide useful 

information for predicting chemical activity 

depending on the electronic structure of the 

molecules. The chemical activities of the 

molecules depend on these identifiers. Drug design 

can be performed by considering the interactions 

between molecules in chemistry. The activity of a 

drug candidate is estimated from its molecular 

identifiers. Molecular structure identifiers are 

parameters such as HOMO energy (EHOMO), 

LUMO energy (ELUMO), LUMO-HOMO energy 

gap (E), hardness (), softness (), 

electronegativity () and chemical potential (). 

Some electronic identifiers of the mentioned 

ligands and complexes investigated in this study 

were calculated and the values of the calculated 

identifiers were given in Table 6. 

 

 

Table 6. Some electronic structure identifiers of the mentioned ligands and complexes. 

 
 

The correlation between the values of these 

descriptors and the experimentally measured IC50 

values was investigated. The IC50 value is termed 

the half maximal inhibitor concentration and is a 

measure of the activity of a substance in a 

biochemical process. As the interaction between 

complexes and biological structure increases, the 

IC50 value decreases. The decrease in IC50 values 

indicates that the biological activity is high. The 

way in which the descriptors given in Table 6 are  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

how they relate to the biological activity are 

explained below. 

3.5.1 HOMO and LUMO 

The molecular orbital energy diagram of the 

molecule is given in the Gaussian output file. 

HOMO and LUMO orbitals are easily seen from 

this energy diagram. The molecular orbital energy 

diagrams of the investigated the ligands and the 

complexes were given in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Molecular orbital energy diagrams from HOMO-5 to LUMO+5 of the investigated ligands andcomplexes. 

 

If HOMO is highly energy, such a molecule tends 

to give electrons, whereas if LUMO has low 

energies, such a molecule has a high tendency to 

attract electrons. The IC50 values against A2780 

and A2780-CP70 cancer cells and HOMO, LUMO 

energies of the studied ligands and complexes are 

given in Table 6. As seen in Table 6, the biological 

activities of the complexes are higher than those of 

the ligands according to the quantum chemical 

parameters. These results are in agreement with 

experimental results. The order of activation of the 

molecules studied according to HOMO and LUMO 

energies is given below. 

 

 
 

3.5.2 Energy gap (E) 

The energy gap of a molecule depends on the 

LUMO and HOMO energies of the molecule. 

LUMO HOMOE E E  
 

 

The energy gap of a molecule indicates greater 

stability and low chemical reactivity. The energy 

gaps of the Comp. (1)-(3) and HL1, HL2 are given 

in Table 6. The energy gap sequence of the 

complexes and ligands is as follows.  
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3.5.3 Hardness (), Softness (), 

Electronegativity () and Chemical Potential () 

The first quantitative correlations for the absolute 

hardness, softness, absolute electronegativity and 

chemical potential of the molecules were proposed 

by R. G. Pearson in 1987 [36]. According to 

Pearson, absolute hardness () depends on softness 

(), absolute electronegativity () and chemical 

potential () depend on ionization energy (I) and 

electron affinity (A) and are calculated by the 

following equations. 

2

I A
   

1
 

  

 

2

I A
 

 

 
    

According to the Koopmans theorem, the 

ionization energies and the electron affinity of the 

chemical species are equal to the energies of the 

frontier orbitals of the molecules [37]. 

 

HOMOI E 
 

LUMOA E 
 

 

According to these equations, when the HOMO 

and LUMO energies are known, the absolute 

hardness, softness, absolute electronegativity and 

chemical potential of the chemical species can be 

calculated. The order of the values of , ,  and 

were presented in Table 6 as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the IC50 values of experimentally 

synthesized ligands and complexes against A2780 

and A2780-CP70 are examined, the ligands exhibit 

a similar tendency towards both cancer cells but 

have no similar tendency for complexes. For this 

reason, all quantum chemical parameters for the 

ligands were in agreement with the experimentally 

inhibition activity. For complexes, only LUMO 

energies gave results consistent with experimental 

inhibition activities. 

3.6 Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) 

maps and Electrostatic Potential (ESP) 

Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) maps are a 

widespread area of research foreseeing 

electrostatic regions in molecules. MEP maps 

define the region with high electron density in red 

color and the region with low electron density in 

blue color. This is also important in determining 

electrostatic attack and nucleophilic attack sites, 

respectively. MEP maps are also useful for 

identifying the active site of a chemical system. 

The MEP maps obtained with computational 

chemistry methods can be found in useful 

information in drug design. It is very important to 

determine the regions of interaction between the 

synthesized drugs and the target proteins. In 

addition, the electrostatic potential (ESP) charges 

obtained from MEP maps provide numerical data 

foreseeing the ease of interaction of the synthesized 

drug with the target protein [38-40]. The MEP 

maps calculated at B3LYP/LANL2DZ/6-31G+(d) 

levelfor complexes and at B3LYP/6-31G(d)+ level 

for ligands are shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. MEP maps and ESP charge of mentioned molecules. 

 

When MEP maps are examined, active sites in the 

ligands and complexes are usually regions where 

oxygen atoms are present. It can be considered as 

electrophilic sites in regions where fluorine atoms 

are present. The biological activity ranking 

according to the IC50 values against A2870CP70 

cell line given in Table 6 is as follows: 

Comp. (1) > Comp. (3) > Comp. (2) 

HL1 > HL2 

The ESP charges densities obtained from the MEP 

maps for Comp. (1)-(3)are ±9.030×10-2, 

±7.070×10-2 and ±8.123×10-2, respectively. ESP 

charges densities for HL1 and HL2 are ±5.506x10-

2 and ±3.584x10-2. ESP charge densities derived 

from MEP maps are a measure of the ease of 

binding of the studied molecules to cancer cells. 

The order of binding to cancer cells according to 

these charge densities exhibits a similar tendency 

to the order of the experimentally obtained IC50 

values. 

3.7 Molecular Docking 

In recent years, molecular docking studies have 

attracted considerable attention in calculation 

chemistry. The binding energy obtained by 

molecular docking among the computational 

chemistry methods can be correlated with the 

experimentally determined half-maximal inhibitor 

concentration (IC50) [41]. The target protein 

corresponding to the experimentally selected 

cancer cell is determined from the protein data 

bank and this target protein is interacted with the 

studied molecules by the docking program. PDB 

ID for A2780 and A2870CP70 cancer cells of the 

are determined as 4M5W and 5FI4 in the literature, 

respectively [42,43]. Forms of active binding with 

target proteins for HL1, HL2 and Comp. (1)-(3) 

were given in Figures 6 and 7 and the binding 

energies between target proteins with ligand and 

complexes were shown in Table 7. 
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Figure 6. The binding region of the Comp. (1)-(3) and HL1, HL2 with the 4M5W target protein. 

 

 

 

Figure 7. The binding region of the Comp. (1)-(3) and HL1, HL2 with the 5FI4 target protein. 
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Table 7. The binding energies (kJ/mol) of the Comp. (1)-(3) and HL1, HL2 with the target proteins. 

Ligand/Target Protein The Binding Energies (kJ/mol) 

Comp. (1) to 4M5W -387.52 

Comp. (2) to 4M5W -285.44 

Comp. (3) to 4M5W -364.88 

HL1 to 4M5W -300.02 

HL2 to 4M5W -240.80 

Comp. (1) to 5FI4 -399.63 

Comp. (2) to 5FI4 -297.80 

Comp. (3) to 5FI4 -385.323 

HL1 to 5FI4 -336.64 

HL2 to 5FI4 -247.04 

 

The interaction energies between the identified 

target proteins with the mentioned molecules in 

Table 7 were given. According to Table 7, the 

complexes were evaluated among themselves and 

the ligands among themselves. As a result of the 

comparison of the binding energies between the 

examined molecules and the target proteins, it was 

found to be highly compatible with the 

experimentally determined anti-cancer activities. 

The target protein thus selected is highly 

compatible for the molecules studied. Complex 1 

has the highest inhibitory activity relative to the 

binding energy of complexes and ligands with the 

target protein, and the overall inhibition activity 

sequences are as follows. 

 

 
 

4. CONCLUSION  

In this work, experimentally synthesized HL1 and 

HL2 ligands and their platinum complexes were 

investigated using computational chemistry 

methods. 

Benchmark analysis was carried out by considering 

the experimental structural parameters for the 

Comp.(1)-(3). The optimum level according to the 

correlation coefficients derived from the bond 

lengths and bond angles was determined as 

B3LYP/LANL2DZ/6-31G+(d).For ligands, the 

calculations were made at B3LYP/6-31G(d)+. The 

optimizations of the ligands and complexes were 

shown by giving atomic numbers. It was found that 

the calculated values by experimental bond 

stretching are compatible for ligands and 

complexes. The type of vibrational modes 

corresponding to the bond stretching modes was 

labeled. For the Comp. (1)-(3) with ligands HL1 

and HL2, the experimental and calculated chemical 

shifts of 1H, 13C and 19F-NMR were compared and 

atom assignment was performed. The relationship 

between the IC50 values obtained against cancer 

cells A2780 and A2780-CP70 experimentally and 

the quantum chemical parameters such as HOMO 

energy (EHOMO), LUMO energy (ELUMO), LUMO-

HOMO energy vacancy (ΔE), hardness (), 

softness (), electronegativity () and chemical 

potential (µ) of mentioned ligands and complexes 

was examined. The quantum chemical parameters 

obtained for the ligands were found to be highly 

consistent with the biological activities. When the 

quantum chemical parameters of the complexes 

were compared with the experimental IC50 values, 

results were obtained which were in accordance 

with the LUMO energy sequence. MEP maps were 

examined for determined the electrophilic and 

nucleophilic regions of ligands and complexes. 

Finally, the binding energies obtained using 

molecular docking for proteins and investigated 

molecules were highly consistent with the 

experimental IC50 values. 
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